Virtualhub Zürich
by smARTec & StageOne
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Perfectly located in Zurich Oerlikon, we
operate the rst fully hybrid event venue in
Switzerland. Organizers can decide at
short notice whether they want to hold
their event in the form of an interactive
streaming event or a hybrid event. The
venue is prepared for your needs: fully
equipped studio, event platform, catering
and venue services.

Digital means rethinking
Today, the world looks a little different than it did a few months

We have been dealing with increasing digitalization for several years

ago. The future seems uncertain, the world economy has sealed

now. We know from experience the importance of understanding the

itself off and society is coping with new norms such as social

possibilities of today's technology. In addition, we have dealt with the

distancing and protection concepts

human possibilities and needs:
How does our brain process virtual information? Which aspects have

Major meetings such as concerts and tours have been cancelled,

to be considered in planning and content to ensure that digital

summits and business conferences have been postponed to the

messages are understood? How can we address the human senses

meaningful date of "TBD". However, there is an opportunity in

through virtual communication? How are emotions developed and

every crisis and in the last few weeks many processes have been

how can we in uence them

initiated that previously seemed impossible. Innovative and
creative alternatives to "meet" each other despite the restrictions

We offer you professional support for your events: From the rst

have been stomped out of the ground

idea to the successful realization - everything from one source

Things like home of ce or communicating with grandpa and
grandma via Zoom have become regular parts of our daily lives
and virtual events are no longer an exception, but are increasingly
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taking their place alongside physical encounters

What is a digital event?
A virtual event overcomes the limitations of physical encounters in

Following the blackboard and chalk, the overhead projector

one place and allows a greater range of interactions. It enables

conquered our world and was then replaced by the PowerPoint slide

encounters without the need for traveling and thus offers

escapades on the computer. And today? The same slides are

protection in the sense of “distance socializing”. It contributes to

embedded in the webinar. All the old solutions with "new"

climate protection and considerably reduces costs.

technology

Many things are technically possible today: hologram techniques;

We are looking for new ways and experiments with new

digital platforms with and without avatar; VR technology with and

technologies to digitally transport and orchestrate your content so

without glasses and AI techniques, which offer us more and more

that a "digital experience" can be created for your target audience

possibilities to design the event in a way that our brain can no
longer perceive the difference.

According to Albert Einstein: „We cannot solve our problems with
the same thinking we used when we created them.

Through our longstanding customer support, we have noticed that
there are often attempts to “digitalize” a conventional event. This
only works to a limited extent and leads to an effect that probably

.
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most people have already experienced
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Event
event
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Digital events

What does it take for a successful digital event?
Virtual event platform
The heart of the event

Message and topic
One or more topics you want to
touch upon

Server and internet
The high performance servers

Content

are located in Zurich

Presentations, films and
animations

Camera technology
Several cameras

Speaker

in the studio

00

Event technology
Light, audio and video
technology

Participants
Visitors who take part virtually in
the event

Studio
A studio as a backdrop for your message - a
combination of virtual and physical

Furniture and exhibits
Venue

A centrally located venue, especially

 


 


with regard to hybrid events
 


Speaker, keynote speaker and
a host

The studio will be equipped with furniture and
exhibits (vehicles) - depending on the setup

What is Virtualhub?
Virtualhub combines the most innovative and powerful event
platform with a modern and exible live studio at our location
in Zurich. This enables us to create a unique and customized
experience for the participants of your digital event

Studio

Technology

Camera

Platform

Server

Venue

We offer very high security standards and our servers are
located in Zurich
We offer you a classic TV studio with a large LED background
wall or a large green screen or a physical background or a
completely virtual event or a combination of everything
The various speakers (spread all over the world) come together
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virtually on one stage

Virtualhub - 4 Setups

MainHall

LED

Green

Mini

Position: MainHall

Position: SideHall 3

Position: Kubus SideHall 2

Position: Kubus SideHall 2

Stage size: 12.00m x 4.00m

Stage size: 8.00m x 5.00m

Stage size: 4.00m x 2.00m

Stage size: -

Number of speakers: up to 12

Number of speakers: up to 6

Number of speakers: up to 3

Number of speakers: up to 3

Speakers positions: sitting / standing

Speakers positions: sitting / standing

Speakers positions: sitting / standing

Speakers positions: sitting / standing

Seating capacity: max 250

Seating capacity: max 50

Seating capacity: max 8

Seating capacity: max 4

Background: 4K Projection

Background: LED Wall

Background: tenter frame

Background: tenter frame

Size: 12.00m x 5.50m

Size: 13.00m x 3.50m

Size: 2.00m x 4.00m

Size: 2.00m x 4.00m

Screen management: Barco E2

Screen management: Barco E2

Screen management: -

Screen management: -

Cost for possible scenarios
The costs listed are a rough estimate based on our experience. As we are very flexible in terms of performance, it is imperative that an
individual cost estimate be drawn up for each event.
For the trial days the costs are reduced by 50%.

Service
MainHall

Factor

Quantity
12 speakers

Basic cost
incl. room rental & technology
from CHF 29’500.00

With live audience

per day

6 speakers
50 guests

from CHF 18’900.00

with live audience

Green / SideHall 2

per day

3 speakers
8 guests

from CHF 9’000.00

Mini / SideHall 2

per day

3 speakers
4 guests

from CHF 5’000.00

LED / SideHall 3

Advice and conception
Event platform

per day

250 guests

depending on
complexity

CHF 135.00/hr

per event

After detailed evaluation

Hybrid event venue with 83 visitors
With a distance of 2.00 meters between chairs and rows, a total of 83 participants can attend a hybrid event at StageOne MainHall.

Hybrid event venue with 251 visitors
With a distance of one meter between chairs and staggered rows, a total of 251 participants can attend a hybrid event.

The advantages of a virtual event platform at a glance
... state of the art digital technologie
... event virtually in an ap
... platform for all participants regardless of location

Your guests will be informed by means of integrated live streams and will have
numerous opportunities to interact and exchange ideas among each other.

Since the planning of location-related
topics is no longer necessary, virtual
events can be realized much faster.

Reduce costs by eliminating print media
and their distributio

All participants of your event use the
platform, which drastically increases
your reach. This leads to a signi cantly
higher response

Flexibility and security independent of
local or global developments
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Collect data and metrics and evaluate
them in real time to always have a clear
overview

 


Integrate live streams of different sessions
to provide relevant and at the same time
illustrative content

Technical possibilities
The Virtualhub offers you a very high level of exibility and possibilities. Our platform is one of the most innovative on the market

Replay function

Live direction
real time editing

Multi-device

Integrated
presentations

Video
recording

Multilingual

Interactive

Encrypted

Rating of posts
and streams

Votings

Chat function
for participants

Comprehensive
analytics tools

Questions can
be asked

Cloud function
for files

Gallery

Social media

Wall of ideas

Integration of
external speakers

.


Multiple
cameras

:


Streaming on
social media
channels
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We are happy to show you a selection of the options

Networking with
matchmaking

Live event, hybrid event or digital event?
We offer everything from one source!

Technology

Platform

Venue

Catering

Lighting

Pre event website

Event space in every size

Food

Audio technology

In corporate design
of the customer

Meeting room

Drinks

Wireless internet access

Tabletop

Camera technology
Player and integration of
external sources

Logins
Expert chat box
Analytics
Highest security

Parking spaces
Furniture

StageOne
Perfect venue for live events, hybrid events
and digital events
The StageOne Event & Convention Hall is
located at the former ABB site, (almost) next to
the Zurich-Oerlikon railway station. The event
location impresses with its industrial character
and offers the best prerequisites for making
every event an unforgettable experience
Various combinable rooms - some up to eight
meters high - along with fresh catering and a
modern event technology, StageOne Event &
Convention Hall is the perfect venue for live,

.
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hybrid and digital events

Catering
Our in-house event gastronomy focuses on
freshness and quality to delight your guests with
delicious food. No matter if you need catering
services for a business event or during a trade
fare, our experienced crew will impress you with
healthy snacks, rich buffets or high-quality gala
menus
We realize tailor-made, theme-related and
creative catering concepts at the highest level -

.
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always prepared on site with fresh ingredients

Contact Tracing
thanks to state-of-the-art
technology:
Kinexon SafeZone

Small gadget with great effect
Weighing only 15g, the SafeTag recognizes each contact in real time and
registers the distance and duration of the contact. In case of infectioncritical contact (>15 min, <1.5 m) the wearer is warned optically and/or
acoustically if necessary. In case of infection, do not send people into
quarantine simply because they are present, but limit this to those who
are really a ected.

Maximum freedom of movement without neglecting
protection
In special times like now we strive for as much normality as possible. With
KINEXON SafeZone we have the technical tool to get as close to "normality"
as possible. Let's reduce paternalism to a minimum and give the maximum
freedom of movement without barrier tape, warning stickers or tra c light
systems.
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With the SafeTag from KINEXON, we o er a unique UWB sensor (ultrawideband), which has been tested and is immediately available as a rental or
purchase solution.
• Highest measuring precision in real time (<10 cm)
• Measuring the intensity of the encounter (time)
• Maximum data protection
• Flexible use and fast scaling - without any infrastructure!

Kinexon SafeZone: How the solution works

The SafeTag

Proactive warning
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The active sensor has a runtime of up to 12h
and is stored in the system with a
corresponding sensor ID. Personal data is not
stored.
We o er di erent wearing options: discreet as
a "watch" or in the classic event style on a
lanyard or trouser clip

Evaluation of critical contacts

• Sensor measurement of distance 1 time per
•
•

second
Optical and acoustic warning signal of the
sensor for critical contact (freely de nable)
No further infrastructure necessary - just the
active tag at the guest

• Software stores the critical contact results
•
•

(sensor ID, time, duration and distance)
Potential cases of infection can be quickly
identi ed when an infection is reported
High precision solution only detects realistic
cases of infection and minimizes the number
of people to be isolated

References

The future
is today
smARTec Veranstaltungstechnik AG and StageOne hold the
exclusive rights (in particular copyrights) to all creative,
design, textual or graphic services contained in this
document, in particular to the graphic drafts, layouts,
visualizations, designs, trademarks including image and
word marks, etc.
The client is not entitled at this time to use, modify, edit, use
for the creation of new means of communication, publish
and / or pass on to third parties these or parts thereof. The
use of ideas or partial ideas from the concept is not
permitted. The granting of rights of use is to be agreed
between smARTec Veranstaltungstechnik AG and the client
when the order is placed.

